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Abstract
Meiotic recombination creates genetic diversity and ensures segregation of homologous chromosomes. Previous population analyses yielded results averaged among individuals and impacted by evolutionary pressures. Here we sequenced 99 sperm from an Asian male using the newly developed amplification method—Multiple Annealing and Looping-Based Amplification Cycles (MALBAC)—to phase the personal genome and map at high resolution recombination events, which are non-uniformly distributed across the genome in the absence of selection pressure. The paucity of recombination near transcription start sites observed in individual sperm indicates such a phenomenon is intrinsic to the molecular mechanism of meiosis. Interestingly, a decreased crossover frequency in companion with an increase of autosomal aneuploidy is observable on a global per-sperm basis.
Meiosis plays a crucial role in generating haploid gametes for sexual reproduction. In most organisms, the presence of crossovers between homologous chromosomes, in combination with connections between sister chromatids, creates a physical connection that ensures regular segregation of homologues at the first of the two meiotic divisions (1). Abnormality in generating crossovers is the leading cause of miscarriage and birth defects (2). Crossovers also create new combinations of alleles, thus contributing to genetic diversity and evolution (3).

Recent linkage disequilibrium (LD) and pedigree studies showed that the distribution of recombination is highly uneven across the human genome (4, 5), as in all studied organisms. Substantial recombination active regions are not conserved between humans and chimpanzees (6–8) or among different human populations (9, 10), suggesting these regions are quickly evolving and might even be individual-specific (11). However, such variation in the human population would be masked by the population average, and resolution of this variation would require comparison of recombination genome-wide among many single genomes.

Whole genome amplification (WGA) of single sperm cells was proposed decades ago to facilitate mapping recombination at the individual level (12). With the development of high throughput genotyping technologies (13, 14), whole-genome mapping of recombination events in single gametes of an individual is achievable and was recently demonstrated by performing WGA by Multiple Displacement Amplification (MDA) (15) on single sperm cells followed by genotyping using DNA microarrays (16). However, thus far, due to the amplification bias and thus insufficient marker density, the resolution of crossover locations has been limited to ~150kb. In addition, this recent work (16) relied on prior knowledge of the chromosome-level haplotype information of the analyzed individual, which is experimentally difficult to obtain and is currently available for only a few individuals (17–19).

Here we demonstrate a more general approach of studying recombination in single sperm cells of an individual, without prior knowledge of the haplotype information. Single sperm cells were isolated from a normal Asian male donor at his late 40s. The donor has healthy offspring of both genders and normal clinical semen analysis results.
We performed WGA on single cells using the recently developed method Multiple Annealing and Looping Based Amplification Cycles (MALBAC) (20). MALBAC provides significantly improved amplification evenness compared with the prevailing WGA methods, such as MDA. We sequenced 93 sperm at ~1x genome depth and 6 sperm at ~5x depth, achieving genome coverages of ~23% and ~43% respectively (Table S1). 3 of the 99 sperm samples were found to contain more than one haploid cell and were filtered out in downstream analysis (Fig. S1). ~89% of the sequencing reads from single sperm can be aligned to the human genome, in agreement with that of a typical human resequencing project.

We further sequenced the diploid genome of the donor at ~70x depth and identified ~2.8 million single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs). About 1.4 million of them are heterozygous (hetSNPs) (SOM, Table S2). Among the hetSNP sites, ~500k (35%) and ~300k (20%) could be genotyped with >99% accuracy (Phred quality score >20) threshold for the high coverage (5x) and low coverage (1x) sperm cells, respectively (Table S3).

Phase information is crucial for the correct description and interpretation of the human genome (21) and is essential for mapping crossovers. We phased the hetSNPs into chromosome-level haplotypes by comparing the SNP linkage information across all sperm (SOM, Fig 1A). Since crossovers (such as the A-C link in SP5) and false SNP identification (such as the highlighted T in SP4) are low probability events, most SNP linkage information identified in a sperm reflects the true SNP linkage in the somatic genome. These SNP linkages were calculated statistically by comparing across all sperm cells. In so doing, we were able to phase ~1.1M (~82%) hetSNPs with high confidence into two sets of chromosome haplotypes. To verify the phasing result, we lightly sequenced the genomes from the donor’s parents (~10x each) and inferred the phase information of the donor using a pedigree approach (22) (SOM, Table S3 and S4). We obtained ~99.5% consistency between the two methods, indicating the high accuracy of our approach in phasing hetSNPs into chromosome-level haplotypes (Fig.1B, SOM, Table S4). We note that the percentage of phased hetSNPs could be further improved with higher sequencing depths from each sperm (currently only ~1x).

Several methods for haplotyping individual humans have been described previously
However, these methods often involved labor-intensive sample preparations and had limited haplotype block size (<1Mb). Our method enables whole genome phasing into haplotypes of complete chromosomes, without requiring cell culture and sophisticated instrumentation or devices for separating metaphase chromosomes (18, 25).

With the diploid genome phased into haplotypes of complete chromosomes, we used SNPs as markers to map the positions of crossovers in each sperm. We used a hidden Markov model to accurately determine the positions for most crossovers and manually identified the crossovers for the low confidence regions (Fig 2A, SOM). We identified 2368 autosomal crossover events in the sperm cells with a complete haploid genome. The average of ~26.0 crossovers per cell is consistent with reported pedigree studies (26, 27). The amplification evenness of MALBAC allowed us to achieve high resolution in detecting crossovers with only ~1x sequencing depth from each sperm. About 93%, 80% and 45% of the crossovers can be confidently assigned to intervals of 200 kb, 100 kb, and 30 kb, respectively (Fig 2B), compared to 59%, 37% and 13% from the recently reported single sperm study (16). Of the crossovers unambiguously resolvable within a 10 kb interval, ~40% are found to overlap with the male-specific recombination hotspots inferred from the deCODE project (9). Also, about 45% of these crossovers are close to the PRDM9 binding motif CCnCCnTnnCCnC, which is consistent with previous population studies (28).

Recombination rates correlate positively with gene density both in yeast and human (26, 29). However, at a finer scale, recombination rates in human populations are lower very close to genes (within 20 kb) and higher tens or hundreds of kilobases away from the transcription start sites (TSS) (4, 9, 27). This feature is an average of different individuals that reflects the cumulative effect of human evolutionary history, and it may also be complicated by selecting against the recombinations that compromise offspring viability. Our method detects recombination features based on single gametes, which are free of selection effects of population studies. We analyzed the crossovers resolvable within 30 kb and derived the recombination rate relative to the TSS of the individual (SOM, Fig 2C). We observed lower recombination rate close to the TSS and higher rates tens of kilobase away, which is consistent with the previous population studies (4, 9, 27), indicating the reduced recombination rate close to TSS is primarily due to the variation of
recombination probability during meiosis rather than due to selection.

Recombination events have been shown to have a non-uniform distribution across the genome by previous population studies, which reflects the cumulative evolutionary history of recombination (5). By binning the crossover incidence into units of three megabases in autosomes, we constructed a genetic map of recombination of the individual. We compared it to a population-based sex-averaged map (HapMap) (4) and a pedigree-based male-specific map (deCODE) (9) (Fig 3A, Fig 3B) and obtained correlation coefficients of 0.71 and 0.77 respectively. In some of the bins, we observed a significant difference between HapMap and the donor (Table S6), which can be explained by sex-specific recombination variations.

A recent study reported crossover active regions that are specific to an individual exist at a megabase scale (16). Such finding, if true, would imply extraordinary rapid evolution of human recombination, even at a large scale. Indeed, we also found 9 bins showing significant differences between the donor and deCODE (Table S7). However, we note that most of these regions are very close to the centromere or the ends of the chromosomes, where the estimation of the recombination rates was considered unreliable and excluded in deCODE (9). Therefore, we suspect these differences mainly reflect the incompleteness of the deCODE database. Our results suggest the distribution of recombination in the individual generally agrees with the population average at the megabase scale, which indicates a general consistency of large-scale recombination distribution in human evolution. With the rapid development of sequencing technologies, more sperm can be analyzed in future from different individuals to look into fine-scale recombination differences. We estimated that at least 1,000 sperm are required to identify personal recombination differences with statistical significance (SOM, Fig S4).

Obtaining the genome sequence of each sperm also allowed us to examine the coexisting crossovers on the same chromosome. The adjacent crossovers exhibit longer distance than expected by random chance (Fig. 3C, Fig. S5, S6), which is consistent with the well established phenomenon of crossover interference (30, 31). Although we have higher resolution to detect crossovers than a previous study, we did not see the reported phenomenon of substantial double crossovers occurring close together (e.g. 1-5 Mb) (32), which suggests that such phenomenon is likely not general and may only exist in certain
Failure to form crossovers during meiosis gives rise to chromosome segregation errors that result in aneuploidy. Autosomal aneuploidy is often lethal to embryos, with the exception of a few chromosomes that result in severe health consequences early in development (e.g. Trisomy 21, Down Syndrome). Reduced recombination activity is often found to associate with male infertility and sperm aneuploidy (33). By comparing the coverage depth and SNPs along the genome of the sperm cells, we detected four cells either missing or having additional autosomes (Fig 4A, SOM Fig S2). The rate of chromosome mis-segregation is consistent with the reported imaging studies on selected loci of human spermatocytes (34, 35).

We next compared the crossover number of the aneuploid sperm to the normal sperm. Interestingly, sperm cells with aneuploid autosomes exhibit significantly fewer crossovers than normal cells on average (p=0.01). Our result suggests that autosomal segregation errors are not generated randomly during spermatogenesis. Instead, the error rate is higher in the spermatocytes with relatively repressed crossover activity. However, such a trend does not seem to be significant for sex chromosome aneuploidy, as we observed a sperm with 30 autosomal crossovers but no sex chromosome. Indeed, the crossover probability in the pseudoautosomal region of the sex chromosomes has no noticeable correlation with that of the autosomes (SOM, Table S8, S9), suggesting a different mechanism of crossover generation for autosomes and sex chromosomes, which is consistent with an earlier study in mice (36). We were unable to determine whether the chromosomes exhibiting aneuploidy underwent recombination, as recombination events are only observable when a single copy is present. MALBAC allows direct examination of meiotic crossovers and chromosome segregation errors on a per-meiotic-nucleus basis at high resolution, enabling further applications in studying genome instability and male infertility.

**Figure Captions:**
Figure 1. Principle of whole genome phasing of an individual using the SNP linkage information from individual sperm cells. (A) We sequenced the diploid genome and identified five heterozygous SNPs with unknown linkage information shown in purple. Individual sperm cells were sequenced after MALBAC amplification, from which SNP linkage information in each sperm was used to infer the phase information in the diploid genome. (B) Performance of whole genome phasing by SNP linkage in sperm cells.

Figure 2. Identifying crossover positions in individual sperm cells. (A) Parental haplotype contributions are determined by comparing the percentage of reads covering the paternal or maternal SNPs, and crossover positions are detected by identifying the crossing locations of the two parental haplotypes by a hidden Markov model. (B) Resolution of crossover determination. ~60% of the crossovers can be determined within intervals of 50kb. (C) Distribution of recombination rate relative to transcription start sites (TSS).

Figure 3. Genome-wide distribution of recombination. (A) Comparison of the sperm recombination rates to the HapMap and deCODE (male-specific) genetic maps across the human genome. We used a 3Mb statistical window size and a 1Mb moving step. (B) A personal genetic map. Relations of physical and genetic length of selected chromosomes. (C) Distance distribution of coexisted crossovers on the same chromosome. The experimental data is fitted with gamma distribution (α=3.35), indicating a strong deviation from random distribution. In comparison, we generated random crossovers based on physical and genetic distances.

Figure 4. Detecting aneuploidy and crossover in the same sperm. (A) Two of the four sperm cells that exhibit autosomal abnormality. Few reads are mapped to chr19 in S39, indicating a loss of chr19. Both parental haplotypes are found in chr6 of S65, indicating a disomy chr6 in the sperm. The detailed coverage analysis on all four aneuploid sperms is shown in Fig S2. (B) Distribution of the autosomal crossover number. Blue arrows indicate the number of crossover in sperm cells with autosomal aneuploidy.
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